The Global Information Grid (GIG) is briefly described and the application of the Policy Based Management (PBM) technology to the GIG is discussed in detail. Given the state of the technology, industry, and the needed products, there are serious difficulties and challenges in deploying the PBM technology in the GIG. This paper analyses these difficulties and challenges, and suggests possible solutions. It is suggested that PBM be deployed in carefully chosen small scale applications in the GIG such as the management of the Teleports, and these deployed applications be transitioned to the recommended deployment modes when needed technology becomes available.
Introduction
Policy Based Management (PBM) is an emerging technology (Strassner, 2003) . At the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) the policy based decisions have been used for routing since 1989 (IETF, 1989 ) though a PBM formalism was specified much later (IETF, 2005a (IETF, , 2003a . Prototype developments emerged (Agrawal et al., 2005; Choudhary, 2004a) though standards-based robust products are mostly lacking.
The basic idea of PBM involves five elements:
• the managed object
• the policy rule-sets according to which the object is managed
• a Policy Decision Point (PDP) which conducts the computations to make unique and actionable management decisions in accord with the policy rule-sets
• a Policy Execution Point (PEP) which receives the PDP decisions and executes management actions on the managed object
• a policy administrator.
These elements are illustrated in Figure 1 . The policy administration controls the insertion of new and modified policies, their actual deployment into the PDP system, their activation and deactivation. It also controls the policy rule-sets such as those used in the automated policy translation between different levels of abstraction, and policy mapping from the policy decision semantics to the commands using device control parameter exposed by the vendors.
The PEP performs the policy mapping described above. It also monitors the device status by querying the device parameters that the vendor exposes for the purpose either through a standard or proprietary interface. In addition there are two other important PEP functions: first, to keep the PDP informed of the device status and the policy actions executed on the device; second, to request policy decisions from the PDP based on the changing device status, and to execute the policy decisions received from the PDP using the policy mapping as described above. All the intelligence of policy decision making resides in the PDP in the form of algorithms or sophisticated Artificial Intelligence (AI) programs etc. The IETF architecture does allow some of this intelligence to reside in the PEP in the form of an architectural element known as the 'Local PDP' which is not shown in Figure 1 . In a large system there are a number of PDPs and PEPs. Only the leaf PDPs directly control the managed object devices, the other PDPs in an enterprise infrastructure hierarchy are used to conduct policy translations between different levels of abstractions and to execute meta-policies that instruct the other PDPs regarding how to manage their policies. Thus the human administrator shown in Figure 1 appears only at the root of the PDP hierarchy. The policy management at other levels of hierarchy is largely automated, thus resulting in substantial operational cost savings compared to a non PBM approach to management. Such a large system is the GIG (DoD CIO, 2007) depicted schematically in Figure 2 . The GIG seeks to converge the multiple communication systems across the US Department of Defense (DoD). The figure shows existing DoD networks that need to transition to GIG in compliance with the Transformational Communications Architecture (TCA) (Meink, 2006) . There is a GIG convergence Master plan formulated by the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) that guides a phased transition of the existing networks to the future GIG. The GIG itself consists of a terrestrial component and a space component such as the TSAT (Meink, 2006) . The two components of the GIG communicate via the satellite terminals. The figure shows the fixed terminals and the transportable terminals as well as the Teleports which can communicate between different satellite constellations such as the TSAT and the Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF). One special class is the Communications on the Move (COTM) terminals which can be on the vehicles, the body of the soldiers, the battle tanks, the ships, and the aircrafts, etc. The terminals can communicate with the Satellites as well as the components of the terrestrial GIG.
The GIG and its space based component, the TSAT, are essential enablers for the Net Centric Operations and Warfare (NCOW) (Grimes, 2006) . The GIG requires the capability for flexible and dynamic (re)allocation of resources with access control decisions made in a risk adaptable manner (Gregory and Loscocco, 2007) . The PBM technology uses digital policies to enable the above mentioned capabilities for the GIG to dynamically respond to the operational conditions. Digital policies include well-structured 'IF X THEN Y' type policy rules, where X is the policy condition and Y is the policy action. They are formulated using semantics that a computer can understand, evaluate, and arrive at a unique and unambiguous decision for taking policy action that is appropriate under the prevailing operational conditions. However, the deployment of the emerging PBM technology in the GIG and TSAT poses serious difficulties and challenges. These arise from three main sources:
• the (mis) understanding about the PBM technology capabilities and usage
• the emerging nature of the technology itself
• the needed systems engineering within the GIG to facilitate the deployment of PBM.
In this paper we will analyse these difficulties and the ensuing challenges. Along the way we will suggest possible approaches to resolve the difficulties and meet the challenges. We will take a practical approach in our analysis, so that generality will be less emphasised relative to the practical needs within the GIG program. After a brief description of the digital policies in Section 2, we discuss the PBM usage and deployment modes in Section 3, the emerging nature of the PBM technology in Section 4, and some needed systems engineering within the GIG in Section 5. We summarise major recommendations in Section 6, and present our conclusions in Section 7.
Digital policies
Policies are described in two very distinct ways. First there are policy documents that are issued from executives and administrators. These policy documents implicitly contain rules and procedures according to which the operations should be conducted. Second, there are computer interpretable statements that formally state the individual rules and procedures in such a way that a computer can evaluate them and arrive at unique and unambiguous decisions. In this paper we refer to such formal policy rule sets that computers can understand and evaluate, as the Digital Policies (Choudhary, 2005a Certain minimal set of policy operations on the digital policies must be supported (Choudhary, 2005a) in order to deploy the PBM capability. For example, it must be possible to define the needed set of digital policies (policy definition); there must be a way to check that different digital policies invoke such policy rule sets that are mutually consistent and operationally sensible (policy deconfliction); there must be means to translate the business objectives of an enterprise in to the digital policies (policy translation); there must be a way to deploy the defined and deconflicted digital policies to the desired locations within the network (policy distribution); there must be a computer system where these digital policies are interpreted and their implications evaluated (policy evaluation); there must be a capability to execute the actions dictated by the policy evaluation (policy execution); and finally there must be a way to monitor and assess the performance of the digital policies so that the digital policies themselves can be fine tuned to better meet the operational needs (policy audit).
The policy translation is not just between the business objectives and the digital policies (essentially manual), it is also between digital policies at one level of abstraction to the next level of abstraction (takes place in a PDP hierarchy) and between policy actions and device configuration parameters (policy mapping -takes place in a device specific PEP). Similarly some explanation is needed for policy distribution: the distributed policies may just be stored at the PDPs (policy storage) until they are retrieved (policy retrieval) for deployment (policy deployment) into the PDPs and PEPs; and even the deployed policies may be in an activated state (policy activation) or a deactivated state (policy deactivation). A word is also in order for policy storage and retrieval: it can take place at multiple levels and places, for example the storage may be in a PIB or a MIB and it may also be local to a PDP or a PEP.
PBM usage and capabilities
The PBM technology can be deployed in two significantly different ways (Choudhary, 2005a) : the ad-hoc deployment and the deployment based on a Policy Management Infrastructure (PMI). These deployment modes and their usage are discussed in this section.
Ad-hoc deployment
One way of using the PBM technology is the ad-hoc way in which the PBM is integrated with the managed object, either physically or through an adjunct box, as shown in Figure 3 . The figure shows two network elements, a router and a Teleport, being managed by a server through management agents that are appropriate for the devices. The digital policies deployed in the ad-hoc mode are contained in the management agents. In that sense, the management agents shown in Figure 3 are more than just SNMP agents, for example. The digital policies in the management agents will closely monitor the device and invoke policy actions to modulate the behaviour of the device.
The server shown in Figure 3 may be an SNMP server without any policy smarts. For simplicity of diagrammatic representation the interface with the human operator is shown through the server. This interface is used to administer policies. The policies used in the ad-hoc deployment are often limited in capabilities and their administration is usually limited to parameter choices and their values. Such digital policies are rather limited in their flexibility, functionality, and customisability. Nevertheless the ad-hoc usage of digital policies is useful to control the behaviour of a particular managed object such as a router, a bandwidth broker, or a traffic marker.
Most PBM implementations used for the ad-hoc deployment are non standard to more or less extent, and therefore they pose serious difficulties in achieving interoperability. As a result, one ad-hoc deployment generally does not talk to another, so that the globally coordinated policy decisions are not possible. The Policy Based Operations Management (PBOM) in the GIG is therefore not achievable through the ad-hoc deployments.
Moreover, the policy administration functions must be performed separately for each ad-hoc application of the PBM technology. As a result, the process does not scale and is prohibitively expensive for a large system like the GIG.
The net benefit of ad-hoc deployment is on a case by case basis.
PMI based deployment
The second deployment mode for the PBM technology is via the use of a PMI. It is discussed in Choudhary (2005a) and we will not go into the details here. However, we schematically show a part of the PMI based deployment in Figure 4 and point out a few of its advantages in the context of the current discussion. The PEPs shown in Figure 4 execute the policy actions by resetting the device configurations. For this purpose they need to map the policy actions, or the policy decisions from which the policy actions arise, onto the device configuration settings such that the desired change in the device behaviour will be achieved. Depending on the PBM application, it may make sense to place some decision making intelligence as part of the PEP. When intelligence is implemented as part of the PEP, it is referred to as a 'local PDP' but is not shown in Figure 4 .
In the PMI based deployment of the PBM technology, the administration of the digital policies themselves is carried out at a logically central location, and the results can be distributed to the remote locations using the policy distribution mechanisms (Choudhary, 2005a) . This eliminates the need for a human administrator at individual application sites, thereby making the deployment scalable, cost saving, and evolvable.
Roughly speaking, the management agent shown in Figure 3 corresponds to the PEP in Figure 4 together with a local PDP if present. The role of the server and the human administrator shown in Figure 3 is assigned to the PDP shown in Figure 4 .
In order to overcome the difficulties that arise from the ad-hoc deployment of the PBM applications, we suggest to avoid the ad-hoc usage. The recommended use of the PBM technology is via the PMI. The PMI provides a centralised view for the policy administration functions; it is standards based; and allows globally coordinated policy decisions.
The PMI can be visualised as a backbone from which one can hang individual PBM applications, as is schematically illustrated in Figure 5 . Examples of the PBM applications that can hang from a PMI include the routing management, quality of service management (Choudhary, 2004b) , service level specifications management, information assurance management (Choudhary, 2005b (Choudhary, , 2006 , and of course the network management (Choudhary, 2004a) . This process is roughly like having a network backbone from which individual local area networks can be hanged. In the case of the PMI based deployment, the PBM capabilities arise from three main sources:
• the capabilities of the PMI
• the capabilities of the domain specific digital policies such as those for routing, quality of service, service level specifications, information assurance, and network management
• the capabilities that derive from the situation evaluation and decision making logic employed within a PDP and a local PDP where present (such logic can be implemented in the PDP by using algorithms, AI agents, neural nets, and fuzzy logic, etc.).
Deployment process
An architecture to deploy PBM applications using PMI is discussed in reference (Choudhary, 2005a) and is shown in Figure 6 . Broadly speaking it consists of a PMI part which is common to all PBM applications, and a part that is specific to the applications such as NM, QoS and IA. Examples of the application specific parts of deployment include the choice of PDPs and their hierarchy, the decision logic used within the PDPs, the digital policies within the PIBs and the PDPs, the PEPs, the monitoring within the PEPs, and the (re)configuration commands used by the PEPs.
The deployment process starts with paper documents that specify the rules and procedures deemed appropriate by human intellect. These are the policy documents, and in Figure 6 we refer to them as the business rules. The business rules need to be translated into digital policies. This translation process is largely manual, though it can be computer assisted. The reason this step cannot be fully automated is that the computers can not understand the intent of the human intellect embodied in the Business rules. The digital policies are defined in a computer interpretable language which is also friendly to humans. It is generally accepted that all types of policies can be defined using eXtensible Markup Language (XML). However, for certain domains a subset of XML might suffice, as is the case for the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). Similar special subsets of XML can be usefully defined for other domain specific purposes. Such subsets, when suitably defined, can facilitate domain specific digital policies. However, for the total set of digital policies that GIG might need, it is not obvious that a single subset of XML would suffice. Once the policy documents have been translated into the digital policies, the set of digital policies need to be deconflicted for consistency and operational desirability. The deconfliction of policies can be largely automated using such methods as the Theorem Proving Techniques that can operate on the constructs defined in XML. The deconflicted digital policies and the related data are stored in Policy Information Bases (PIB) (IETF, 2001a (IETF, , 2003b or equivalent Management Information Bases (MIB) (IETF, 2005b) . IETF seems to have taken the view that the repository is a directory compliant with X.500 specification and supports a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) (IETF, 2005c) .
The information in the PIBs is distributed to various network nodes using a policy distribution mechanism. At the moment there is no standardised mechanism for policy distribution, a technical hurdle that GIG program needs to overcome. The digital policies are distributed to appropriate PDP which are organised in hierarchies, as is illustrated in Figure 6 . Policies at higher level of hierarchy correspond to higher level of policy abstraction. Policy translation is needed between these levels of abstraction. This type of policy translation also implements policy inheritance. It will be performed whenever one PDP distributes digital policies to its subordinate PDPs. Only the leaf PDPs will be linked to device specific PEPs (not shown in Figure 6) .
A standard protocol for communications among the PDPs does not exist at this time. This is another technical hurdle that the GIG program will need to work on. Another technical issue implicit in this operation is the capability to distribute the right digital policies to the right PDPs. This can use a pull or a push approach, and also a combination of the two. The architectural choice can not be settled till an inter PDP communications protocol is selected. Generally, one approach is based on the concept of registration. In this approach a lower level PDP will subscribe with its higher level PDP for certain types of digital policies. The higher level PDP will distribute the desired digital policies to the subscribing PDPs. An alternative approach is to make the digital policies Self Describing through the use of suitable metadata. The metadata will tell the higher level PDP which of its sub PDPs need to receive a particular digital policy.
The specification for such a mechanism and metadata is then needed for the GIG.
The architecture in Figure 6 contains a module for policy audit. Its purpose is to analyse the performance of the digital policies against the business policies from which they were derived. Policy usage and performance data are collected from the PDPs. These are compared with the business policy goals. Over time, these comparisons indicate modifications and fine-tuning of the digital policies. Similar analysis can also be used to forecast future policy requirements with the evolution of missions and the net-centric operations in support of those missions.
Emerging nature of the PBM technology
The PBM technology is still emerging, both in terms of the research work that leads to standard specifications as well as the implementation of those specifications in industry products. This poses additional challenges to deploying the PBM technology in the GIG, as discussed in this section.
Deconfliction of policy actions
It is not enough to deconflict the digital policies (or policy rule sets as they are called in the TSAT context) but it may also be necessary to deconflict the policy actions that arise from the deconflicted policies, before the policy actions are executed. Such a capability is not currently specified by the IETF or adequately investigated by the GIG community.
The PBM applications are deployed for multiple application domains: routing, traffic marking, traffic shaping, DiffServe type admission control, the bandwidth broker, the access control for the information assurance, the operations management, the network monitoring, the event logging and alarms, the fault recovery, the configuration and provisioning, and performance monitoring. There are other domains where PBM technology may be applied; these include the autonomy and endurance capabilities within the TSAT; the disaster recovery and continuity of operations for the entire GIG; and the TSAT spacecraft payload functions. When the PBM techniques are used for such a large number of domains simultaneously, one should realise that the various policy actions act on a common set of managed objects. For example the policy actions arising from the digital policies for the QoS may act on the same set of adjustable parameters exposed by a router as the policy actions arising from the digital policies for the IA. In such cases it is necessary for the GIG to formulate special meta-policies that are designed to enforce rules which ensure that the policy actions are coherently combined to yield the results that are sought by the operations management. The formulation of these meta-policies is often more difficult than the formulation of the domain specific digital policies because the meta-policies require analysis to glean often non explicit operational needs.
To exemplify the need for the deconfliction of the policy actions, we consider a hypothetical scenario. A packet flow is allocated to a particular label switched path by the digital policies for the QoS. The digital policies for IA disallow the use of that particular label switched path for that type of packet flows. In such a case the action arising from the IA digital policies might need to preempt or modify the action arising from the QoS digital policies. There are multiple ways of introducing the meta-policies for the deconfliction of the two policy actions. One approach is illustrated in Figure 7 . The scenario depicted in Figure 7 is not the easiest way to deconflict policy actions, though it is an approach that allows the digital policies for the individual application domains to remain relatively independent of each other. If this independence is sacrificed, it is possible to add meta-policies to the domain specific policies. In the present example, it would be easier to add a meta-policy rule to the digital policies for the QoS. The rule will look at the security classification of the flow (Choudhary, 2006) and determine that the particular label switched path is not available for the flows in that security category. The scenario depicted in Figure 7 is harder to implement, partly because the topic has not been adequately researched within the GIG.
A hierarchy of PDPs
The GIG needs to deploy not just one PDP but a hierarchy of the PDPs in each managed domain, as is illustrated in Figure 6 . As discussed earlier, the hierarchy of PDPs reflects the levels of policy abstraction used within an enterprise for a particular domain of PBM application such as the IA, QoS, and NM. This introduces the need for a standard specification to communicate policy data between the PDPs, to perform policy translation between the levels of abstraction, and to handle any related meta-policies. The meta-policies can be added to facilitate the policy translation between the corresponding levels of abstraction, and to tell the subordinate PDPs how they should understand the policies that are distributed to them. Such a protocols do not exist today, and they are not being worked either, because IETF seems to have somewhat deemphasised the PBM related work (IETF, 2003c) . Specifications currently exist (IETF, 2001b (IETF, , 2005d for the communications between a PDP and a PEP. However no products exist that use the protocols in a PBM implementation, and the efficacy of the protocols in the GIG specific applications remains to be tested. The GIG will need to work with the standardisation forums and the vendor community to facilitate the needed protocols and their implementations (see Section 4.5 for more details).
Missing PMI standards and implementations
The IETF community has defined a PBM framework in the context of generalising the SNMP type framework to move a step beyond the directory enabled networks. The role of the PBM technology in the sense of deploying it through a PMI, as discussed in this paper, has not been adequately explored at the IETF. The result is that there is a serious dearth of specifications as well as products to achieve the functions needed in the PMI as discussed in this paper. Specifications and products are needed for functions such as policy definition and deconfliction, policy distribution, policy translation, policy storage and retrieval, policy activation and deactivation, and policy audits, etc. This is a major challenge for the GIG.
Lack of PBM products
There is a lack of products that are needed to deploy PBM in the GIG. Few products that do exist fall under the category of the ad-hoc deployment. As discussed earlier, these products neither meet the GIG needs for a mission driven network management; nor do they afford the automation of the policy administration functions and the resulting cost savings that a PBM approach promises.
No products currently exist that implement the PMI. As we will discuss later in this paper, a practical approach might be to carefully plan small scale ad-hoc deployments of the PBM applications with the intention of transitioning them to a PMI based deployment when the technology does become available. Even this strategy is not easy to implement because there are so few PBM products that are available even for the purpose of ad-hoc deployment.
Missing PEPs
One problem is the availability of PEPs. Since the development of a PEP requires expertise that the vendor of the managed object possesses, it is essential to collaborate with the vendors. This collaboration is in two essential aspects: first, to expose the device parameters for the purpose of monitoring the device status; second, to expose the device commands to be able to execute policy actions that result from the policy decisions, by issuing device commands that reconfigure it for the desired network behaviour. It is important that the vendors expose a complete set of monitoring parameters and reconfiguration commands in order to meet the intended business goals.
This collaboration between the GIG and the device vendors therefore consists of two stages. At the first stage the GIG collaborates with the vendors so that the requirements are understood by the vendors and an understanding is reached with the vendors to meet the requirements. As discussed above, these requirements concern the set of the device monitoring and control parameters that GIG operations require, and the set of device commands that can provide the desired range of configurations to meet the operational needs for the netcentric GIG functions. The second stage of collaboration with the vendors is at the IETF or similar forum so that the vendor can make the desired set of parameters and commands available in a standard way according to the specifications.
Systems engineering for PBM deployment in the GIG
To meet the technological challenges described above, the GIG needs to undertake numerous systems engineering activities. These activities are discussed in this section with respect to the technologies that are needed in the GIG in the near term. These activities are also prerequisites for an effective GIG collaboration with the vendor community and the IETF.
Evolutionary architecture
The GIG needs to make at least three PBM related architectural choices in the near future. These include the choices for the technological capabilities for use in the architecture, choices for the roles and placements of the PDPs, and choices for the deployment of meta-policies.
Technological capabilities
Choices must be made for the following PBM related technological capabilities:
• Policy definition languages. These are generally subsets of the XML. The subsets are formulated to define special types of policies corresponding to the domain of application of the PBM technology. Different type of semantics need to be supported for access control, routing, service level specifications, and quality of service, etc. The policy languages should be chosen to optimally define the events and actions for the PBM application domain.
• Policy distribution mechanisms. These are needed so that the defined digital policies can be sent to and accepted by the PDP and policy enforcement points. Few experimental policy distribution mechanisms that do exist tend to use either the bus architecture or the web services architecture. Neither of these architectures is standardised, and neither has been demonstrated for its effectiveness in the GIG.
• PEP implementations. The PEP implementations are used to manage the objects under the decisions of the PDPs. Multiple PEP implementations are needed to support multiple Policy Managed Functions (PMFs) within the same managed device. For example a router may need to implement the PEP functions for routing, traffic marking, and traffic admission control, etc.
• Generally the PEP implementations involve the translation of the policy actions specified by a PDP into the device specific settings that will execute the specified policy action. Therefore the PEP implementations involve vendor specific expertise, as was described in Section 4.5.
Roles of the PDPs
The GIG needs to define the roles and responsibilities of the various PDPs and their architectural placement. It needs to decide how many PDPs are needed, as well as their hierarchy. The hierarchical organisation of the PDPs is a means to implement the roles and responsibilities of the PDPs, the various levels of policy abstraction that GIG chooses to implement for a specific PBM application, policy translation between these levels of abstraction, and meta-policies. Together with the architectural positioning of the PDPs, the architecture also needs to decide their physical locations. Following are some examples where the physical location of a PDP becomes an important architectural consideration.
• The PDP that controls the satellite payload may be placed in space, on the ground, or in a hybrid fashion. The hybrid approach may use the concept of a local PDP which may be implemented on board the TSAT spacecraft, while its controlling PDP may be on the Earth. This way, the delay sensitive decisions can be delegated to the local PDP while the PDP on the Earth will keep the local PDP policies in synch with the global policies.
• The PDP that accepts high level TSAT digital policies from the GIG may be placed at the boundary of the TSAT at a location where human operators can modulate the PDP decisions. This may be important in view of the fact that the TSAT Mission Operations System (TMOS) is under the over all GIG policies. The GIG policies can be admitted into the TMOS and examined at the border. If the TMOS system has seen these policies before, it will verify that its scope and parameters are within the previously agreed upon bounds, and the TMOS can propagate the GIG policy automatically. If the TMOS system is seeing the GIG policy for the first time, a human operator may need to examine it before it is propagated further. Incidentally, this process is an example of what we may call the use of a set of meta-policies.
• The PDPs that automate the operations during the autonomy and endurance periods for the TSAT may be placed within the mobile modules so that the operations can proceed even if the communications with the fixed control centres are unavailable.
Meta-policies
The GIG needs to define the meta-policies as well as the architectural impact that arises from their use. One scenario of using the meta-policies was illustrated in Section 4.1 in the context of policy action deconfliction. Another example was described in Section 5.1.2 for accepting GIG digital policies into the TMOS. Meta-policies are likely to be used in the GIG more ubiquitously, for example to perform automated policy translation between levels of abstraction, to control the behaviour of subordinate PDPs in a hierarchy, and to manage special operations such as the activation and deactivation of policies on a scheduled basis.
Transitioning ad-hoc deployment to PMI based deployment
The current PBM products in the market all fall under the category of ad-hoc deployment. As discussed earlier, this mode of deploying the PBM technology is unsuitable for the GIG. However, the market reality might dictate that small scale ad-hoc deployments can be exercised in controlled environment. For example, the ad-hoc PBM deployment can be used for the management of certain routers, such as those for the teleports. As the products with the PMI capability become available, the ad-hoc deployments can be transitioned to a PMI based deployment. A reference to Figures 3 and 4 will suggest that this transition is enabled by the following two main actions:
• upgrade the management agent in the ad-hoc usage to a PEP that can interface with a PDP
• connect this PEP to a PDP that forms part of the PMI based architecture such as the one shown in Figure 6 .
There are multiple PDPs in the PMI which are all inter connected via a policy distribution mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The digital policies are defined and stored in the PIB of different kinds. The policies are retrieved from the PIBs and distributed to the PDPs using the policy distribution function. The upgraded PEP in an ad-hoc deployment is connected to one of the PDPs in the PMI based architecture shown in Figure 6 . The GIG will need to formulate a streamlined process to make these connections between the ad-hoc deployments and the PMI based deployment of the PBM technology for a specific application area.
PBM technology and capabilities evaluation
To fill the technology and product gaps, some of which were discussed earlier, the GIG needs a capability to test and evaluate the PBM technologies and products. However, this should be done against clear and testable requirements. These requirements should detail what management and operational aspects will be controlled using digital policies to identified and specify the PMFs within the GIG. For each PMF so specified, a detailed architecture should be developed, including its PDPs, PEPs, and range of digital policies. These requirements need to be engineered for the design of the PMI as well as the use of the PMI to perform the PBM of selected GIG functions. Once these requirements are defined, the GIG can use its technology and capabilities evaluation laboratory to identify the technology and product gaps for meeting the GIG requirements, as well as to test and evaluate the existing technologies and products against the GIG requirements. The results should lead to a strategy, and its execution, to fill the identified gaps, as well as to improve and expand the existing technologies and products.
Recommendations
Based on the above analysis and discussion, we recommend the following PBM related activities within the GIG:
• A laboratory to assess and evaluate the PBM requirements, technologies, and products. This activity should produce two main results: current status of what technologies and products are available for use within the GIG; and a gap analysis that identifies the missing technologies and products. This implies a follow on activity to bridge the gaps which can have two components: to reassess the PBM requirements for the GIG; and a phased deployment strategy in concert with the projected roadmaps for PBM technology and products.
• A migration process from ad-hoc deployment to PMI based deployment. Since no PMI implementations exist at this time, GIG has a tall order to bridge this gap.
In the meantime, we recommend that small scale ad-hoc deployments of the PBM technology be planned and implemented. Some possible candidates for ad-hoc deployment might be the Teleports, the Payload on TSAT, and selected Traffic Engineering mechanisms at the GIG boundary. This would obviously require a process and a plan to migrate these ad-hoc deployments to the PMI based deployment after the above mentioned gap is bridged.
• System engineering for PMFs within the GIG. Currently some requirements exist for the GIG to use PBM, and some very generic notional depictions of the pieces of architecture also exist. However, there is no system wide understanding of the PBM usage; nor are there any design level details to perform the activities such as those recommended above.
Conclusions
We presented two modes of deploying PBM applications: the ad-hoc mode and a mode that uses a PMI. We argued that, for a project like GIG, the ad-hoc mode is too expensive, can not support GIG objectives, and lacks basic properties like interoperability and scalability. Therefore GIG must deploy PBM applications using a PMI that supports basic policy operations like definition, modification, deconfliction, distribution, deployment, activation, deactivation, translation, evaluation, mapping, enforcement, and auditing. In addition we demonstrated that 'policy action deconfliction' must also be implemented to simultaneously apply the digital policies for different PMFs such as NM, QoS, and IA, to the same managed object. We argued that this can generally be done using meta-policies. We pointed out the technological gaps that exist to meet the GIG requirements given the current state of the PBM technology and industry products. These gaps include: lack of products for PMI implementation; lack of GIG requirements and architectures for PBM applications in NM, QoS and IA domains; lack of protocols for inter PDP exchange of digital policies; the lack of a standard way to distribute digital policies; and the inadequacy of the industry products.
The GIG program needs a comprehensive approach to fill these gaps in the technological and product space. Some of the actions that we recommended include: making choices for the policy definition languages, policy distribution mechanisms, and PEP implementations; making choices for the hierarchy and location of the PDPs within the GIG; an approach to deploy the meta-policies; formulation of a process to start with selected ad-hoc deployments of the PBM technology and its subsequent migration to a PMI based deployment; and a laboratory for PBM technology and capabilities evaluation against the GIG mission driven network management requirements.
